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Abstract: The deployment of optical network infrastructure and development of new network
services are growing rapidly for beyond 5/6G networks. However, optical networks are vulnerable
to several types of security threats, such as single-point failure, wormhole attacks, and Sybil attacks.
Since the uptake of e-commerce and e-services has seen an unprecedented surge in recent years,
especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, the security of these transactions is essential. Blockchain
is one of the most promising solutions because of its decentralized and distributed ledger technology,
and has been employed to protect these transactions against such attacks. However, the security of
blockchain relies on the computational complexity of certain mathematical functions, and because of
the evolution of quantum computers, its security may be breached in real-time in the near future.
Therefore, researchers are focusing on combining quantum key distribution (QKD) with blockchain to
enhance blockchain network security. This new technology is known as quantum-secured blockchain.
This article describes different attacks in optical networks and provides a solution to protect networks
against security attacks by employing quantum-secured blockchain in optical networks. It provides
a brief overview of blockchain technology with its security loopholes, and focuses on QKD, which
makes blockchain technology more robust against quantum attacks. Next, the article provides a
broad view of quantum-secured blockchain technology. It presents the network architecture for the
future research and development of secure and trusted optical networks using quantum-secured
blockchain. The article also highlights some research challenges and opportunities.

Keywords: quantum key distribution; blockchain; quantum-secured blockchain; optical networks;
attacks; security

1. Introduction

Optical network infrastructure and services are rapidly growing because of ever-
increasing bandwidth-hungry applications such as cloud computing, video conferencing,
video messaging, and others. However, optical networks are vulnerable to various types of
security breaches, such as service disruption attacks and physical infrastructure attacks [1,2].
Service disruption attacks degrade the performance by inserting interfering signals in
the channel for jamming and alien-wavelength attacks. Physical infrastructure attacks,
including single component failure, disaster attacks, and critical location attacks, physically
damage the optical network infrastructure, such as links or node failure. Currently, in
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the control plane, software-defined network (SDN) [3–8] controllers are installed, which
provide logically centralized control to network operators and efficiently manage the
network resources. However, an SDN controller is prone to single-point failure, thereby
making optical networks insecure. A malicious attacker may also use wormhole attacks
and Sybil attacks to disable networks by creating fake network resources [9]. The increase
in security attacks such as single point failure, wormhole attacks [10], and Sybil attacks [11]
makes optical networks insecure and unreliable [1], and can cause huge data and revenue
losses [2]. Hence, securing optical networks against various attacks is paramount. Recently,
blockchain technology has been incorporated into optical network architecture to build
trust between untrusted nodes in the network by monitoring the network resources in a dis-
tributed manner [9]. Therefore, blockchain technology [12–22] is used in optical networks
to avoid such types of attacks by creating a decentralized environment [9,23].

A blockchain is a distributed ledger or database based on cryptographic protection
against malicious attacks [24]. This technique allows users to share information among
nodes in the network that do not trust each other [12]. The attractive features of blockchain,
such as transparency, privacy, and accountability [25], make it reliable for a variety of
applications related to secure communication [9,26], smart contracts [27], healthcare [28–30],
supply chain management [31,32], industries [33], and other financial services. Blockchain
technology came to the mainstream with its most prominent application, namely the
cryptocurrency Bitcoin [34–36]. It is estimated that 10% of global gross domestic product
(GDP) will be saved on blockchain technology by 2025 [37]; hence, blockchain technology
has received extensive research attention.

In software-defined optical networks (SDONs), the blockchain technology was intro-
duced to provide trusted multi-controller routing to implement efficient failure recovery
mechanisms and to ratify the quality of transmission (QoT) performance [38]. In [38,39], a
novel framework based on blockchain technology was proposed to provide trusted service
level agreement (SLA) accounting in optical networks. In [40], a new architecture was
presented in multi-domain scenarios to manage the network resources using blockchain
without needing a single centralized authority. Blockchain-assisted spectrum trading was
also proposed in [41] to achieve the security of trading records between virtual optical
networks (VONs). Furthermore, a blockchain-based BlockONet architecture has been
presented to secure access identification for 5G fronthaul [42].

Blockchain security is based on one-way mathematical functions and cryptographic
algorithms, which are hard to hack. Conventional computers take many years to break
blockchain security. However, with the commercialization of quantum computers in the
near future [43,44], blockchain security can be compromised [45] in real-time. Thus, in
order to improve the security of blockchain, post-quantum cryptography schemes have
been designed [46]. However, currently, such schemes are not strong enough and efficient
enough to guarantee security against quantum attacks, and they are still in their infancy.
Therefore, there has been a renewed interest in research on enhancing the security of
blockchain using quantum technologies.

The security of quantum communication relies on fundamental principles of quantum
mechanics, i.e., the Heisenberg uncertainty principle and quantum no-cloning
theorem [47–49]. The uncertainty principle states that it is not possible to simultaneously
measure the position and momentum of particles such as photons [50,51]. Furthermore, any
arbitrary unknown quantum state cannot be copied as stated by the quantum no-cloning
theorem [52,53]. Quantum key distribution (QKD) [54–60] is one of the most prominent
applications of quantum communication. QKD generates and distributes secret keys be-
tween the end-users to encrypt and decrypt confidential information [47,49,58,61]. The
secret key information is transmitted through a quantum signal channel (QSCh); hence,
either the sender or receiver can easily detect any security attack. Hence, QKD has the
potential to improve the security of a blockchain network. Therefore, integrating QKD with
blockchain is envisaged to pave the way for a new and secure technology termed quantum-
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secured blockchain [45,62]. Thus, this new and secure technology is a promising solution
for improving the security and performance of optical networks against malicious attacks.

1.1. Related Work

The integration of QKD and blockchain technology opens a new era that increases the
security of the overall network/system. In [45], a prototype of a quantum-safe blockchain
platform was developed that uses the QKD network to establish secure authentication in
blockchain against quantum computing attacks. Additionally, Ref. [45] selects a broadcast
protocol, where all nodes agree on new blocks under equal circumstances, rather than giv-
ing the control of creating new blocks to a single miner. A framework of a quantum-secured
and permissioned blockchain, namely Logicontract, was proposed in [63]. This system uses
a voting-based consensus protocol and a QKD-based digital signature scheme to achieve
consensus on the blockchain. In [64], entanglement in time was used in a conceptual design
for a quantum-secured blockchain [65–67]. In this approach, blockchain was encoded into
a temporal Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ) state of photons that do not coexist at the
same time, which gives the essential quantum advantage. In [68], a multiscale technique
and quantum and relativistic mechanics were used to solve the democracy and random-
ness of block verification, as well as the assignment of the new blocks. A simple hybrid
classical–quantum payment system was constructed by combining a classical blockchain
and quantum lightning in [69]. In a public-key quantum money system, they used quantum
states as banknotes and utilized blockchain to solve the trust issue with quantum banknotes.
A new quantum-inspired quantum-walk-based authentication and encryption protocol was
presented to build a blockchain framework for secure data transmission among IoT devices
in [70]. A new quantum blockchain scheme using quantum entanglement and delegated
proof of stake (DPoS) was proposed and examined against several attacks, such as double
spending attack, man-in-the-middle attack, and state estimation attack [71]. Based on
security concerns, a new distributed quantum electronic medical record system and a new
private quantum blockchain network were proposed in [72]. However, the research in the
field of quantum blockchain is still in the initial phase of development.

Inspired by the above studies, this article aims to cover the overview of blockchain
technology and one of the most promising applications of quantum communication, i.e.,
QKD with their underlying process. In addition, the article describes the motivation behind
integrating QKD with blockchain and explains the process of secure data transmission
using quantum-secured blockchain. Moreover, in order to prevent optical networks against
security breaches, a distributed quantum-secured blockchain optical network architecture
is presented. Furthermore, some of the most relevant challenges and research aspects
related to quantum-secured blockchain are highlighted in this article.

1.2. Contribution of This Article

The main contributions of this article are as follows:

1. This article briefly discusses the attacks in optical networks and provides a concise
overview of blockchain technology, including the process of blockchain, the working
of blockchain, features of blockchain, and types of blockchain.

2. The article also discusses the concept of QKD and explains the process of secret key
generation using the Bennett and Brassard-84 (BB84) QKD protocol.

3. The motivation behind integrating QKD with blockchain to form a quantum-secured
blockchain and its underlying process are explained in detail.

4. The article then focuses on securing optical networks against threats using quantum-
secured blockchain.

5. Finally, the article presents a distributed quantum-secured blockchain optical network
architecture and provides some challenges and opportunities for future research.
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1.3. Organization of This Article

In Section 2, an overview of blockchain technology along with its process, working, fea-
tures, and types are discussed in detail. Section 3 provides a concise overview of QKD and
explains the process of secret key generation using the BB84 QKD protocol. The motivation
behind integrating QKD with blockchain and the process of quantum-secured blockchain
technology is described in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the distributed quantum-secured
blockchain optical network architecture for security. The research challenges and oppor-
tunities, along with research directions, are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 concludes
the article.

2. Overview of Blockchain

This section gives an overview of blockchain, including the process of blockchain, the
workflow of blockchain, features of blockchain, and types of blockchain.

Blockchain is an innovative and unique technology for transferring and sharing
confidential information among untrusted nodes in the network. It is a distributed database
that consists of non-erasable records of information [24]. In blockchain, the records are
managed by a group of network nodes, not by a single centralized authority. Hence, it
is tamper-resistant [73,74]. Blockchain security is based on two cryptographic tasks, i.e.,
a cryptographic hash function for encryption and a digital signature for authentication,
which makes blockchain more secure [45]. In blockchain [34], each block is connected with
its previous block using the previous block’s hash value. In addition, each node in the
blockchain network has a copy of the ledger. Hence, if an eavesdropper wants to break the
security of a blockchain, he/she has to solve a large mathematical problem of each node in
the network at the same time, which is expensive and requires more computational power
[31]. Hence, the security of blockchain technology is currently almost unbreakable. In this
section, we provide a short review of blockchain and its types [12].

2.1. Process of Blockchain
2.1.1. Blockchain Components

A blockchain consists of the following components for sharing and transferring confi-
dential data between the end-users in the network.

(a) Nodes

A node is a user or a computer that requests a transaction within the blockchain
networks. There are mainly two types of nodes in the blockchain networks, i.e., miner
nodes and normal nodes [75]. Miner nodes validate, authenticate, and verify the new
blocks using consensus protocols in the network. Such miner nodes are block generator
nodes, which generate and add a new block to the blockchain ledger. Normal nodes have
complete information on the blockchain content to maintain their database and cooperate
with miners in the blockchain network.

(b) Transaction

A transaction in a blockchain network can be financial data or confidential information,
depending on different applications.

(c) Block

A block in a blockchain is like a record book. Each block consists of data (valid
transactions), a hash value of the block, a hash value of the previous block, and a timestamp.

(d) Merkle tree root hash

The Merkle tree root hash value is the combination of repeating hash values of in-
dividual transactions, which are hashed repeatedly until a single hash value of a block
is obtained.

(e) Block hash
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The block hash is a unique identity of a block, like a fingerprint. Once a block is
created, its hash value is calculated using hashing algorithms. It is beneficial when nodes
in the network want to detect some changes in the block.

(f) Previous block hash

The previous block’s hash value is always added to the current block’s hash to create
a chain and ensure the immutability of the ledger.

(g) Timestamp

A timestamp includes the creation time of the block and monitors the creation time
and update time of a block.

(h) Genesis block

A genesis block is the initial block of the blockchain. Each block in the blockchain is
sequentially added to the genesis block. This block is also known as block zero.

(i) Consensus protocol

The consensus protocol is a set of rules and regulations that helps in validating a
new block. Different types of consensus protocols [76] have been designed for block
validation. The most widely used consensus protocols are proof-of-work (PoW), Byzantine
fault tolerance (BFT), and proof-of-stake (PoS), discussed in [73].

2.1.2. Working of Blockchain

Figure 1 describes the blockchain process. The following steps explain the working of
the blockchain technology [12]:

Alice
Hashed 

data (#)

Hashing 

algorithm

Request

(Data)
Digital

signature
Request
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Request

validation

Collection of 

valid requests
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Block 
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B#PB# B#PB#
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Broadcast
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Pair of keys
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Figure 1. Process of blockchain.

(a) Transaction creation

Alice (sender) requests a transaction. Before transmission, Alice uses cryptographic
algorithms to encrypt and authenticate transaction data. Alice first hashes the transaction
data using hashing algorithms for data security. Each user (node) in the blockchain network
generates a pair of keys, i.e., a private key and public key, using asymmetric cryptography.
Alice uses her private key to sign the hashed data and generate a digital signature for
authentication using elliptic curve cryptography. A public key is used by the other nodes
of blockchain network to authenticate the transaction data.
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(b) Broadcast and validation of transaction

After cryptography, both the transaction data and digital signature are broadcasted
in a blockchain network. The nodes in a blockchain network validate the transaction by
first decrypting the digital signature using the sender’s public key for authentication and
comparing the decrypted digital signature with hashed transaction data for integrity. Then
the valid transactions are collected in a block.

(c) Broadcast and validation of block

A block with valid transactions is broadcasted to selected miners in the network to
generate a valid block. The miner uses consensus protocols to validate the block. After
validation, the miner broadcasts a valid block in the blockchain network, and then the block
is added to the blockchain. At the end, the ledger of each node is updated in the blockchain
network, as shown in Figure 1. In this way, the request is completed.

2.2. Features of Blockchain

A blockchain has the following characteristics [12] that make it attractive for various
types of applications.

2.2.1. Decentralization

Blockchain technology has a decentralized structure [12,77], where there is no central
node/authority to store data. Moreover, in blockchain technology, transactions are not
validated and authorized by a centralized authority as in a centralized system. Figure 2
depicts the framework of a centralized and decentralized system. The benefits of this
feature are that: (1) it provides a trustless environment, thereby reducing maintenance costs.
However, the participation of centralized authority requires maintenance costs and creates
performance issues, and (2) a real-time, shared view of the data is available to all entities.
Furthermore, blockchain technology employs cryptographic algorithms to maintain records
and authentication in a distributed environment.

Centralized 

Authority

Node A Node A

Node B Node B

Node C

Node D

Node E

Node F

Node C

Node D

Node E

Node F

(a) Centralized (b) Decentralized

Figure 2. Centralized and decentralized framework.

2.2.2. Immutability

The blockchain is immutable [78], i.e., the previously stored data cannot be changed.
All of the valid transactions are immutably stored in blocks of blockchain. In blockchain,
each block is connected with the previous block using its hash value generated by a
cryptographic hash function. If an attacker tries to alter any previous block record, it will
affect all of the succeeding blocks of the blockchain, and the attack can be easily detectable,
as shown in Figure 3. For example, in Figure 3, an attacker tries to change the records of
block B3, and because of this feature, the changes in block B3 affect all of the succeeding
blocks, i.e., B4 and B5 of the blockchain. Immutability ensures the security of blockchain
transactions and makes data less vulnerable to attacks.
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Figure 3. Immutability.

2.2.3. Transparency

The blockchain system itself validates and authenticates transactions. Hence, it is trans-
parent in recording new data and also in updating them. In blockchain, the valid transaction
is added to the block after the validation process using consensus protocols. In addition,
the ledger of each node is updated, and this process is publicly visible. Hence, a third party
cannot add false transactions to the ledger. This visibility ensures the transparency and
security of blockchain [78].

2.2.4. Resistance to Attacks

All of the nodes in the blockchain network hold identical copies of the ledger records,
as shown in Figure 4, and update when the transaction is valid. Hence, blockchain is
resistant to attacks and information leakage [12]. This feature of blockchain contributes to
the network’s resilience and data integrity.

Ledger

Ledger

Ledger

Ledger

Ledger

Ledger

Figure 4. An example of blockchain network.

2.3. Types of Blockchain

According to different types of applications, blockchains are classified into three main
categories [12], namely public blockchain, private blockchain, and consortium blockchain.

2.3.1. Public Blockchains

A public blockchain is fully decentralized, where any participant can participate in
creating new blocks and can access the content of a blockchain. Figure 5 shows the structure
of a public blockchain. In a public blockchain, anyone can keep a copy of blockchain and
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participate in the validation process of new blocks. Such a type of blockchain is also known
as a permissionless blockchain because anyone can join without any permission. A public
blockchain network consists of a large number of nodes; hence, it is resistant to malicious
attacks. Additionally, each transaction has some processing fees as an incentive for a
user who participates in the validating process. This makes the public blockchain more
transparent and secure. Examples of public blockchains are cryptocurrency networks such
as Bitcoin and Ethereum.

Figure 5. Public blockchain [79].

2.3.2. Private Blockchains

A private blockchain is also known as a permissioned blockchain, where every node is
a member of a single organization or institute. Figure 6 illustrates the structure of a private
blockchain. In a private blockchain, an authority can access the content of blockchain
and permit other users to access the content. There are no transaction processing fees
in a private blockchain, which is similar to that of a centralized system; however, it is
cryptographically secure.

Figure 6. Private blockchain [79].

2.3.3. Consortium Blockchains

A consortium blockchain is a special type of private blockchain where a selected
number of participants from multiple organizations can participate in the consensus process.
Figure 7 depicts the structure of a consortium blockchain. A consortium blockchain helps to
maintain transparency between the involved organizations. Similar to a private blockchain,
there are no transaction processing fees; hence, it has a lower cost. A consortium blockchain
is partially decentralized or tamper-proof. An example of a consortium blockchain is
Hyperledger.
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Figure 7. Consortium blockchain [79].

3. Overview of Quantum Key Distribution

This section provides an overview of QKD technology for secure communication.
QKD relies on the fundamental principles of quantum mechanics, namely the Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle and the quantum no-cloning theorem [48,55,56,80]. QKD establishes
a secure connection between the end-users by generating and distributing secret keys over
an insecure channel. A QKD protocol generates a secret key between the end-users and
ensures security against eavesdropping. Several QKD protocols are designed for secret
key generation, discussed in [54,81–86]. The most widely used QKD protocol is the BB84
protocol proposed in 1984 [48]. Additionally, for secret key generation and distribution,
QKD requires two channels, namely QSCh and a public interaction channel (PICh), as
shown in Figure 8 [47]. QSCh sends quantum bits (qubits), i.e., encoded polarization
photons, between the end-users. PICh is used to transmit the measuring basis of qubits
and verify the secret keys using post-processing methods.

Photon 

source
Detector

Polarized photons

PICh
QSCh

Encryption Decryption

Ciphertext

Data Data

+

Alice Bob

Secret 

key

Figure 8. QKD process [47].

QKD Process

Figure 8 explains the QKD process for generating secret keys between Alice (sender)
and Bob (receiver). The following steps describe the process of a QKD system with the
BB84 QKD protocol [47].

• Alice generates a random string of bits, and, for each bit, she will randomly choose
a basis: either rectilinear (two polarization states, i.e., 0◦ or 90◦) or diagonal (two
polarization states, i.e., +45◦ or −45◦) with their polarization states. The random
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string of bits encoded with these polarization states is known as qubits. Alice then
sends qubits to Bob through QSCh.

• Bob receives the qubits from Alice, measures the received qubits with one of the
randomly selected measuring bases, and obtains a string of all received qubits from
the measurement result.

• Alice and Bob exchange their measurement bases through PICh and compare them.
After comparison, the qubits with different measuring bases are discarded. The
remaining qubits that correspond to the same measuring bases are decoded into a
string of binary bits known as a sifted key [49,87].

• A random substring of a sifted key is exchanged and compared for parameter estima-
tion and error correction between Alice and Bob via PICh.

• Privacy amplification and authentication are performed, which reduces the informa-
tion of remaining bits against the eavesdropping and generates a new shorter key
known as a secret key [88,89].

• After secret key generation, the encryption process starts. In this, the generated secret
key encrypts the information transmitted by Alice and converts the information into
ciphertext using a one-time pad encryption [90] and symmetric encryption algorithm,
i.e., the advanced encryption standard (AES) [91]. Now, Bob uses the same secret key
for decryption, i.e., converting the ciphertext into the original information. In this way,
Alice and Bob securely communicate with each other using QKD [47].

4. Quantum-Secured Blockchain

This section describes the quantum-secured blockchain technology along with its
underlying process. Blockchain technology is strong enough to provide security within
the blockchain network between the nodes by leveraging asymmetric cryptography and
hashing algorithms. Asymmetric cryptography generates a pair of keys to provide security
between the nodes and authenticate transactions by generating a digital signature. The
most widely used digital signature schemes are Rivest, Shamir, Adleman (RSA) [92], or
elliptic curve cryptography [46]. Hashing algorithms also play a crucial role in providing
security by hashing the transaction data and linking blocks of a blockchain by generating
block hash values. However, the security of both asymmetric cryptography and hash
algorithms relies on the computational complexity of certain mathematical functions that
quantum computers can easily attack shortly [45,93]. Hence, blockchain will release all
of its security features and become insecure. If quantum attack-aware schemes are not
designed to enhance blockchain security, then the existing and future blockchain networks
will become vulnerable and put blockchain at risk.

Post-quantum cryptography schemes [46] were proposed to overcome the blockchain
security problem. However, currently, their security is questionable. Hence, they do not
provide guaranteed security against threats. The most prominent way to provide complete
security in blockchain against quantum attacks is QKD. The security of QKD relies on the
fundamental laws of quantum mechanics [58]. QKD generates and distributes random
secret keys between the authenticated users in the network using the QKD protocol through
QSCh and PICh to encrypt confidential information. Hence, there is a huge research interest
in protecting the blockchain network against quantum attacks by integrating QKD into
blockchain [94]. A quantum-secured blockchain platform was developed and experimen-
tally demonstrated, which uses QKD for authentication and the original BFT consensus
protocol for validation [45]. The security of the quantum-safe blockchain is practically
realizable and scalable for different government and commercial services. However, a
major drawback of the proposed quantum-secured blockchain is the use of a consensus
protocol. The limitation of the BFT consensus protocol is that, if a large number of non-
operational nodes are present in the blockchain network, it becomes data-intensive. Hence,
a new quantum-secured consensus protocol was designed to limit the problem of the tradi-
tional consensus protocol in [63]. However, not many protocols have been implemented
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to improve the security of blockchain networks using QKD. Therefore, further research is
urgently needed to design secure consensus protocols using quantum technologies.

4.1. Process of Quantum Blockchain

This subsection discusses the process of quantum blockchain. In quantum blockchain,
the QKD technique is used to generate and distribute secret keys and provide authentication,
which makes blockchain networks robust against the attacking capabilities of quantum
computers [43,95]. Quantum blockchain uses the same components as the traditional
blockchain, discussed in Section 2.1.1. However, a major difference is that, instead of
conventional cryptography and hashing algorithms, it utilizes quantum techniques to
secure the network against security breaches. Figure 9 shows the workflow of a quantum
blockchain [45,63]. The workflow consists of the quantum phase, transaction proposal
phase, transaction validation phase, and quantum block proposal and validation phase. A
detailed description of the phases is discussed below.

Alice
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(Data)
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data (#)

Toeplitz hashing 

algorithm

QCN1
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QL3
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QL6
QL5
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Figure 9. Process of quantum-secured blockchain [45,63].

4.1.1. Quantum Phase

A quantum phase consists of a QKD network [96–101], as shown in Figure 9. In
this phase, random secret keys between the two authenticated users in the network are
generated using QKD protocols, such as BB84 [48,54] and others [81–86,102–107], through
QSCh and PICh, discussed in Section 3. The generated secret keys are then used for
encryption and authentication.

4.1.2. Transaction Proposal Phase

In the transaction proposal phase, Alice requests a transaction and hashed data by
using hashing algorithms for encryption, as shown in Figure 9. The most widely used
scheme is Toeplitz hashing [108], in which a Toeplitz matrix is generated by shared random
keys between the sender and receiver. This scheme, along with one-time pad encryption,
helps in transferring transaction data securely. The generated secret keys using QKD in the
quantum phase are used in generating a quantum-secured signature to sign a transaction
in a signing phase. After the signing phase, the transaction data and the signature are
broadcasted to the nodes in the quantum blockchain network.
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4.1.3. Transaction Validation Phase

In this phase, upon receiving the transaction data and signature, the blockchain
participants perform a specific test, detailed in [63], to validate the transaction. After
validation, only the valid transactions are collected in a block of valid requests, as shown in
Figure 9.

4.1.4. Quantum Block Proposal and Validation Phase

After the transaction validation phase, the quantum block (QB) of valid requests is
created and broadcasted to peer nodes in the quantum blockchain network for validation.
The QB is validated using quantum-secured consensus protocols consisting of proposing,
voting, and decision phases, as explained in [63]. When the QB is validated, it is then
added to the quantum blockchain to form a quantum-secured blockchain. After that, the
ledger of each node in the quantum blockchain network is updated, and the transaction is
securely received.

5. Security in Optical Networks Using Quantum-Secured Blockchain

In this section, the article explains the proposed distributed quantum-secured blockchain-
based optical network architecture for future research to enhance the security of optical
networks. The readers interested in QKD and different architecture of QKD-secured optical
networks studies are encouraged to refer to the literature [49,55,57,58,61,80,109,110]. Integrating
QKD with blockchain increases the security of the overall optical networks [45]. Blockchain,
along with QKD, includes all of the security and privacy characteristics that are essential for
existing and future optical networks. The distributed quantum-secured blockchain architecture
for optical networks is presented in Figure 10.

5.1. Distributed Quantum-Secured Blockchain Optical Network Architecture

The architecture consists of five planes: an application plane, control plane, QKD
plane [55,61,80], blockchain plane [14], and data plane. The description of each plane with
an example is discussed in this subsection and shown in Figure 10.

5.1.1. Application Plane

The application plane generates lightpath requests of different security levels as
per user requirements and sends them to the control plane for further processing. The
acceptance/rejection status of each lightpath request is received at the application plane.

5.1.2. Control Plane

In this distributed network architecture, the control plane is implemented by using
SDN controllers. The SDN controller efficiently controls and manages the network’s
resources. After the generation of lightpath requests from the application plane, the
control plane alerts the QKD plane, blockchain plane, and data plane. The control plane
allocates resources for QSCh and PICh in the QKD plane, and blockchain channel (BCCh)
in the blockchain plane, i.e., for the quantum blockchain channel (QBCh) in the quantum
blockchain plane, and TDCh in the data plane.

5.1.3. QKD Plane

The QKD plane is implemented using the QKD protocol, such as the BB84 protocol
and others [55], for secret key generation between the end users, as discussed in Section 3.
The generated secret keys through QSCh and PICh are used for blockchain security in
the blockchain plane. In addition, the weak quantum signals have a significantly shorter
transmission reach; therefore, several intermediate trusted repeater nodes (TRNs) need to
be placed to achieve long-distance secure communication.
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5.1.4. Blockchain Plane

The blockchain plane generates different blocks of chain using secure quantum tech-
nology, as discussed in Section 4. The generated blockchain facilitates the process of
recording and tracking requests without the need of any single centralized trusted author-
ity. This plane helps in maintaining a ledger at each node in the control plane. Hence, it is
tamper-resistant.

5.1.5. Data Plane

The data plane serves the lightpath requests in a similar way to data transmission in
conventional optical networks; however, with added security. After each secure transmis-
sion, a ledger of all nodes in the quantum-secured blockchain optical network is updated.
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Figure 10. Distributed quantum-secured blockchain-based optical network architecture [23,61,80].

5.2. Description of the Process and the Architecture with an Example

This subsection discusses the process and the architecture of the presented work
with an example. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the process of quantum blockchain and
the architecture of a quantum-secured blockchain-based optical network, respectively.
In this architecture, different protocols are used to establish communication among five
planes. The OpenFlow protocol is used to implement the southbound interface for the
control plane (consisting of an SDN controller) and QKD/blockchain/data plane [80,111].
For the northbound interface, the RESTful application program interface (API) is used
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between the control plane and application plane [61,80], as shown in Figure 10. For ease
of understanding, let us consider that Alice requests a transaction, and the application
plane generates a lightpath request R1 from the source node 1 to the destination node 2
with the security requirement in the network. Upon receiving a lightpath request R1 from
the application plane, the distributed control plane alerts the QKD plane to generate and
distribute secret keys between the nodes in the network via quantum links (QLs) and public
interaction channel links (PICLs) (according to the process discussed in Section 3). The
control plane then transmits control to the blockchain plane to securely transfer the blocks
of information using the generated secret key in QKD plane through blockchain links (BLs)
following the process with different phases discussed in Section 4.1. The combination of
the QKD plane and blockchain plane of the network architecture is known as the quantum
blockchain plane, where the information is in the form of quantum blocks transferred
through quantum blockchain links (QBLs). In the end, the data plane provides an end-
to-end transport of lightpath requests between the data communication nodes (DCNs)
through data channel links (DCLs) in the network. After lightpath request establishment,
the data plane acknowledges the control plane. The control plane, after acknowledgment,
updates the network’s resources, the ledger of each node, and the status of lightpath
requests generated from the application plane. In this way, a lightpath request R1 is
securely established in the network using quantum-secured blockchain technology.

6. Research Challenges, Opportunities, and Directions
6.1. Research Challenges and Opportunities

Blockchain is an emerging technology used in various applications, including but
not limited to the Internet of Things (IoT), wireless communication networks, healthcare
networks, financial systems, supply chains, and voting systems. However, the evolu-
tion of quantum computers will easily break the security of blockchain technology and
destroy the existing and next-generation blockchain networks. Inspired by recent advance-
ments in quantum technology, researchers and developers are increasing their interest
in combining one of the most promising quantum communication techniques, i.e., QKD,
with blockchain to secure blockchain against quantum attacks. Integrating quantum with
blockchain introduces various challenges that need to be addressed in the near future. In
this subsection, the article discusses the research challenges and opportunities for future
research in quantum-secured blockchain technology for optical networks.

In quantum-secured blockchain, the level of security, transaction speed, and network
scalability are ultimately determined by the consensus method. A consensus method is
a process that enables every peer in the blockchain network to agree on the present state
of the distributed ledger. However, not many quantum-based consensus protocols have
been designed. Hence, significant research efforts are required to develop new quantum-
secured consensus protocols to enhance blockchain security in optical networks. In addition
to this, to build trust on the blockchain, digital signatures serve as basic cryptographic
proof systems. However, in quantum blockchain, not much research has been conducted
on designing quantum-based signature schemes that can help in establishing trust in
the quantum blockchain network. Hence, different quantum-secured signature schemes
need to be designed for the signing phase in quantum-secured blockchain because the
conventional signature schemes are not strong enough for authentication, as it is based on
elliptic curve cryptography. Moreover, to check the validity of the transaction, participants
in quantum-secured blockchain perform a verification test. Hence, various verification
schemes need to be proposed to make quantum blockchain more secure and reliable for
quantum-secured blockchain network participants. Furthermore, deploying cost-effective
quantum-based blockchain optical networks is the biggest challenge from the perspective
of network architecture. Hence, efforts are also required to develop cost-efficient solutions
for quantum-assisted blockchain-based optical networks. Moreover, from a networking
point of view, one of the most critical challenges in the quantum-secured blockchain optical
networks is resilience against node/link failure, which can affect the communication
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between nodes in the network. Therefore, new survivability schemes need to be developed
for such optical networks.

Apart from these, for security improvement, the quantum-secured blockchain can be
deployed for a variety of blockchain-based applications, such as secure IoT networks and
personal information, logistic and supply chain tracking, financial exchanges, government
services, and many more in the future.

6.2. Research Directions

This subsection discusses the research directions in the area of quantum-secured
blockchain technology. In the area of communication and networking, artificial intelligence
(AI), machine learning (ML), deep learning (DL), and reinforcement learning (RL) have
been used as effective solutions to address various problems and challenges. AI/ML has
the capability to take decisions and automate and optimize the system for better perfor-
mance. For an improved security, speed, and scalability, AI/ML can help to construct an
intelligent system on the quantum-secured blockchain. Additionally, recent advances in
AI/ML, such as DL and RL, can be exploited to propose a secure and robust consensus
in quantum-secured blockchain. AI/ML plays an important role in providing protection
against node/link failures in quantum blockchain-based optical networks with confidential-
ity and privacy. A new combination of quantum-secured blockchain and AI/ML techniques
will be able to build more robust and trusted optical networks against various security
breaches. However, such a combination of security and intelligence is not currently de-
veloped and also might face various challenges in this domain. Hence, efforts are needed
to combine quantum-assisted blockchain with AI/ML/DL/RL and design more secure,
trusted, and intelligent optical networks.

7. Conclusions

Vulnerabilities affect optical network infrastructure and services developed for highly
secure bandwidth-hungry applications such as military, finance utilities, and other gov-
ernment services, and cause a large amount of data and revenue loss. Hence, blockchain
technology has been adopted to securely transmit data between untrusted nodes in optical
networks. However, blockchain will be vulnerable once quantum computers become easily
available. Hence, quantum technology-based solutions can provide opportunities to secure
blockchain networks.

This article provided a broad view of the quantum-secured blockchain technology
and focused on the current research efforts in developing secure and robust optical net-
works. This article began with a brief overview of blockchain technology, which is a
distributed database with verifiable and immutable records of transaction. In addition to
this, the article explained the concept of one of the most promising applications of quantum
communication, i.e., QKD with its secret key generation process using the BB84 protocol.
The reasons behind integrating QKD into the blockchain to design a quantum-secured
blockchain and using quantum-secured blockchain in optical networks were discussed in
this article. A general distributed quantum-secured blockchain optical network architecture
was presented. The architecture describes the operation of each plane to develop secure
and trusted optical networks for highly secure applications against various attacks in future
research. At the end, the article highlighted the research challenges that need to be explored
in the near future and provided research directions for the researchers and developers.
This article raised interest towards enhancing security in optical networks and various
blockchain-based applications using quantum-secured blockchain.
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